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SHOOTER’S UPDATE

READERS SPEAK OUT NEW GUNS & GEAR ASK THE EXPERTS

Berger  
Long Range Hybrid 
Target Ammunition
BERGER IS NOW LOADING ITS SUCCESSFUL LONG RANGE HYBRID TARGET

bullets in 6mm Creedmoor and 6.5 Creedmoor ammunition. The bullets fea-

ture high ballistic coefficients (BC) and hybrid ogives, and they are Doppler 

verified to have less than 1 percent BC variation. The ammo utilizes Lapua 

cases and clean-burning, temperature-insensitive propellants. Bullet weights 

are 109 grains in 6mm and 144 and 153.5 grains in 6.5mm.

MSRP: $39.99

bergerbullets.com

Barnaul 
.300 AAC Blackout Ammunition

Made in Russia and distributed in the 

United States exclusively by MKS Supply, 

Barnaul’s new .300 AAC Blackout premium 

ammunition features 145-grain FMJ bullets 

and non-corrosive powder and primers, and 

the steel cases are coated with high-temper-

ature polymer. The loading’s rated velocity 

is 1,985 fps, and it is intended for high-vol-

ume target shooting and training. It comes 

in 20-round boxes.

MSRP: $20 to $25

barnaulammo.com

Davidson’s Exclusive Wilson PPE Carbine
The new Wilson Combat PPE Carbine, distributed exclusively by David-

son’s, is chambered in 5.56 NATO and has a 16-inch LE-profile match-grade 

barrel. The carbine features a two-stage trigger, a mid-length gas system 

with low-profile gas block, and a 1/2x28 threaded muzzle with a Q-Comp 

muzzle device. Other features include a forged flat-top upper, a tactical 

trigger guard, a Wilson 10.4-inch M-LOK rail, a Wilson/Rogers Super-Stoc, 

and a Wilson/BCM Starburst Gunfighter grip.

MSRP: $1,949.99

galleryofguns.com

RCBS 6mm ARC Reloading Dies
The 6mm ARC is one of the newest rifle 

cartridges, and RCBS now offers reloading 

dies. Each set of the dies includes a Small 

Base sizing die and a taper crimp seating 

die. They are covered by a lifetime warranty.

The 6mm ARC is based on the 6.5 Gren-

del cartridge and is designed for use in 

AR-15-type rifles. The cartridge propels a 

108-grain bullet at a muzzle velocity of 2,750 

fps and a 103-grain bullet at 2,800 fps from 

a 24-inch barrel.

MSRP: $53.51

rcbs.com
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BLACK HILLS HONEYBADGER ACCURACY & VELOCITY

10-YD. 25-YD. 100-YD.

VEL. ENERGY ACC. ACC. ACC.

AMMUNITION (FPS) (FT-LBS) (IN.) (IN.) (IN.)

.380 ACP Ruger LCP, 2.75-in. Barrel

Black Hills 60-gr. HoneyBadger 1109 164 2.46 ---- ----

.38 Special +P S&W Chiefs Special, 1.88-in. Barrel

Black Hills 100-gr. HoneyBadger 924 190 1.21 ---- ----

9mm Luger +P Springfield Hellcat, 3.0-in. Barrel, JPoint Red Dot

Black Hills 100-gr. HoneyBadger 1167 302 ---- 1.55 ----

.40 S&W Glock 27, 3.44-in. Barrel

Black Hills 115-gr. HoneyBadger 1258 404 ---- 3.13 ----

.44 Special S&W Model 29, 4.0-in. Barrel

Black Hills 125-gr. HoneyBadger 1169 349 ---- 1.72 ----

.44 Magnum Custom Ruger Super Redhawk, 7.5-in. Barrel

Black Hills 160-gr. HoneyBadger 1634 949 ---- 0.51 5.58

.45 ACP Kimber Ultra Carry, 3.0-in. Barrel

Black Hills 135-gr. HoneyBadger 1112 371 ---- 3.34 ----

.45 ACP Wilson/Para 1911, 5.0-in. Barrel

Black Hills 135-gr. HoneyBadger 1188 423 ---- 1.06 ----

NOTES: Accuracy is the average of five, five-shot groups fired from an MTM K-Zone Shooting Rest. Velocity is the 

average of 10 rounds measured 15 feet from the guns’ muzzles.

Test Results

I checked for possible bullet creep in the HoneyBadger .44 
Magnum load by loading six cartridges in my Ruger Super Red-
hawk and firing only five for the first group. I left that same 
cartridge in the gun during the following four, five-shot groups. 
(Numbered chambers in that revolver made doing so easy.) A 
digital caliper revealed no bullet movement after the cartridge 
had been subjected to the recoil of 25 rounds.

I also tested for bullet pushback in the .45 ACP by loading 
six rounds in my Wilson Combat 1911 and shooting a five-shot 
group. The unfired round was then ejected and loaded back into 
the magazine first for the next five-shot group. I repeated that 
procedure, and after being cycled through the pistol five times, 
overall length of that round remained unchanged. Machining 
grooves into the shanks of the bullets may also reduce copper 
fouling in barrels.

Many concealed-carry handguns do not have elevation-
adjustable sights, and the sights of some—like my S&W Chiefs 
Special—are not adjustable in any direction. Manufacturers 
usually do a satisfactory job of designing sights for striking a 
happy medium with bullets in a wide range of weights. A gun 
may not be dead-on the head of a thumbtack with all bullets 
available in a particular cartridge, but it more often than not 
will deliver all weights close enough to point of aim at typi-
cal personal-defense distances. Elevation variations in points 
of impact to point of aim of HoneyBadger ammo fired in my 
fixed-sight guns ranged from none to a maximum of 1.25 inches. 
For windage, all were dead-on my hold point.

The folks at Black Hills obviously spent a lot of time refin-
ing bullet nose profiles for reliable feeding. I fired a total of 

100 rounds in each of the five semiautomatics, and there was 
not a single malfunction. As coincidence would have it, while I 
was wringing out the seven HoneyBadger loads, another fellow 
was function-testing his old KelTec P3AT and his wife’s new 
SIG P238 with the HoneyBadger .380 ACP load. He fired 
40 rounds in each of the guns with no malfunctions. He also 
brought along a one-gallon plastic jug filled with water and shot 
it from a distance of 10 feet. We both were surprised at how 
much the jug was ripped apart by that 60-grain bullet and by 
the amount of water splashed back into his face.

As a rule, decreasing the weight of a bullet lowers recoil, 
while an increase in velocity increases recoil. Drive a light bullet 
fast enough and recoil can be as much for a heavier bullet at a 
lower velocity. Black Hills struck a happy medium there as well.

I have no way of measuring recoil, but my internal “kick-
ometer” indicated a reduction in recoil with all loads. Recoil 
of the .380 ACP, 9mm, and .38 Special loads was noticeably 
lighter than loads with the heavier bullets I have shot in those 
three guns. The .44 Special load was especially kind to my 
hand in a 4.0-inch-barreled revolver, and the .45 ACP load 
was fun to shoot in both 1911 pistols. Due to its weight and 
the Mag-Na-Ported barrel, my .44 Magnum Super Redhawk is 
comfortable to shoot with any load, and HoneyBadger ranks 
at the top there as well.

Points to Ponder

I discovered another HoneyBadger advantage. A Glock 26 
in 9mm and a Glock 27 in .40 S&W have been in my battery 
for quite a few years. They are exactly the same size, and fully 
loaded weights are 26.3 ounces for the G26 and 26.4 ounces for 

the G27. After buying those 
guns, I gave my wife, Phyllis, 
first choice between them for 
concealed carry. After shoot-
ing both quite extensively, she 
chose the 9mm G26 because, 
due to less recoil, she shot it 
more accurately and a bit 
faster. The ammo she usually 
carries in that gun is Speer 
Personal Protection loaded 
with the 115-grain Gold Dot 
at 1,210 fps.

I asked her to shoot a side-
by-side comparison between 
my .40 S&W G27 with the 
Black Hills 115-grain Hon-
eyBadger load and her 9mm 
G26 with the Speer 115-grain 
Gold Dot load. Due to the 
same bullet weight in both 
cartridges, along with similar 
velocities, I was not surprised 
when she found perceived 
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recoil and her accuracy with the two guns to 
be the same. The big difference between the 
two is the larger-diameter bullet from the G27. 
Law enforcement agencies who are contem-
plating a switch from .40 to 9mm might be 
wise to reconsider.

HoneyBadger may benefit little cartridges 
more than big cartridges. The FBI long ago 
concluded that when fired into ballistic gela-
tin from a distance of 10 feet, a bullet should 
penetrate a minimum of 12 inches in order 
to be considered effective enough to use for 
personal defense. The .380 ACP loaded with 
expanding bullets often falls short of that level 
of performance.

In comparison tests performed at Black 
Hills of the HoneyBadger 60-grain .380 
ACP load and the 100-grain 9mm Luger +P, 
the 9mm penetrated about five inches deeper 
into ballistic gel, although the .380 bullet con-
sistently came to rest inside the FBI’s 12- to 
18-inch recommendation for penetration. The 
disruption cavity of the 9mm load was about 
30 percent larger, but the .380 load matched 
or exceeded the cavity diameter delivered by 
ammunition loaded with hollowpoint bullets 
from that cartridge.

All of my accuracy testing was done from 
an MTM K-Zone Shooting Rest, and averages 
for the seven loads from my guns ranged from 
quite acceptable to outstanding. For exam-
ple, fired single action, my 1950s-era S&W 
Chiefs Special shot inside 1.25 inches at 10 
yards with the .38 Special load. The small-
est group measured 0.88 inch. Another 
impressive combination was the 9mm 
Luger +P in a Springfield Armory 
Hellcat semiautomatic pistol that 
has become my handgun of choice 
for IWB carry. It shot under 1.75 
inches at 25 yards, as did the .44 
Special load in my Smith & Wesson 
Model 29. When fired in my Wilson 
Combat 1911 built on an old Para-
Ordnance, high-capacity frame, the .45 
ACP HoneyBadger load came close to 
squeezing inside an inch at 25 yards. That 
load clocked 76 fps slower in my 3.0-inch-bar-
reled Kimber Ultra Carry, but it still exceeded 1,100 fps from 
that gun.

Then there is the .44 Magnum load in my customized Ruger 
Super Redhawk. The revolver was built back in 1989 by the tal-
ented guys at SSK Industries, and it has Shilen interchangeable, 
match-grade barrels. One is 7.5 inches long with a Mag-Na-Port 

brake, the other is 5.0 inches, and both have 1:20 
twists. I shot the longer barrel, and the average for 

five, five-shot groups at 25 yards was 0.51 inch. The 
smallest and largest groups measured 0.36 inch and 0.67 

inch respectively. That was with an old Bausch & Lomb 2X 
scope. It has two scopes, and the Ruger integral mounts allows 
me to switch back and forth between them without losing zero. 
Switching to a Nikon 2-8X Monarch, I fired five, five-shot 
groups at 100 yards on a windy day, and the average was 5.58 
inches. That’s plenty good for doing anything anyone would 
want to do with the .44 Magnum cartridge.

When shooting HoneyBadger ammo, little guns like this S&W 

Chiefs Special in .38 Special and Ruger LCP in .380 ACP perform 

like bigger guns.

Layne’s customized .44 Magnum Ruger Super Redhawk 

is the most accurate .44 Mag. revolver he has ever 

fired, and five, five-shot groups fired with HoneyBad-

ger ammo at 25 yards ranged from 0.36 to 0.69 inch. 

At 100 yards, it produced an average of 5.58 inches.
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